CHILD NONTRAFFIC FATALITIES (2014-2018)

INSIDE VS. OUTSIDE THE VEHICLE INCIDENTS INVOLVING CHILDREN AGE 14 & UNDER

INSIDE

- Falls: 2%
- Carbon Monoxide: 4%
- Drowning: 4%
- Underage Driver (Ages 8-15): 9%
- Vehicle In Motion: 9%
- Heatstroke: 63%
- Power Window: 2%
- Other*: 7%

OUTSIDE

- Backovers: 49%
- Frontovers: 49%
- Runover (Direction Unknown): 2%
- Other*: 7%

*Other includes fire, child left in car/found a gun, seat belt strangulation, hypothermia, etc.

Data Source: KidsAndCars.org as of March 2019